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Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P 54(b) and D. Del. LR 7.1.5, Google respectfully seeks

reconsideration of the Court’s Order denying Google’s motion for summary judgment on its breach-

of-contract counterclaim.1 Google respectfully brings this motion to correct a manifest error of law

in the Court’s Order regarding whether contract interpretation is a question of law or a question of

fact.

The Court denied summary judgment, finding that “questions of fact” existed as to the proper

interpretation of “conception” in Dr. Konig’s employment agreement because that term was

ambiguous. Specifically, the Court found questions of fact as to whether the parties intended to use

the lay or legal definition of conception; and, alternatively, questions of fact as to Dr. Konig’s

understanding of the lay definition of conception. (D.I. 521 (“Order”) at 15-16.) But under

California law, which PUM admits governs the employment agreement, contract interpretation is

generally a question of law and raises questions of fact only if there is conflicting extrinsic evidence.

This is true even if a court finds the contract ambiguous. In the absence of conflicting evidence, a

court must interpret the contract term; it is reversible error to send this legal issue to the jury.

Here, there is no conflicting extrinsic evidence as to the meaning of “conception” in Dr.

Konig’s employment agreement. PUM admitted at the summary judgment hearing that it introduced

no extrinsic evidence at all on the issue of contract interpretation. (See Hearing Tr. 125:12-20

(“There is no evidence of any negotiation. There is no evidence of any discussion . . . . All we have

at the moment is the agreement.”)) Given the lack of conflicting extrinsic evidence, the Court’s

conclusion that an issue of fact exists as to the interpretation of the employment agreement was clear

legal error. Thus, Google respectfully requests that the Court reconsider its holding and resolve the

1 Pursuant to D. Del. LR 7.1.1, counsel for Google contacted counsel for PUM to request PUM’s
position regarding this Motion. As of the time of filing, PUM has not responded to Google’s
request.
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interpretive issue as a matter of law. For all the reasons Google has previously shown, the Court

should give “conception” its ordinary lay meaning. And as the undisputed evidence shows, under

the ordinary lay meaning of “conception,” the invention was “conceived” before Dr. Konig left SRI.

PUM has never disputed this, instead arguing only that Dr. Konig had not yet conceived the

invention in the patent law sense. Thus, the Court should grant summary judgment in Google’s

favor on the breach-of-contract counterclaim.

Legal Standard

Under Fed. R. Civ. P. 54(b), any non-final order may be reconsidered and revised at any time

prior to final judgment. “‘The purpose of a motion for reconsideration,’ we have held, ‘is to correct

manifest errors of law or fact or to present newly discovered evidence.’” Max's Seafood Cafe ex rel.

Lou-Ann, Inc. v. Quinteros, 176 F.3d 669, 677 (3d Cir. 1999). Thus, such a motion may be granted

when the party seeking reconsideration shows “the need to correct a clear error of law or fact.” Id.

Argument

A. Finding an Issue of Fact Despite the Absence of Conflicting Extrinsic
Evidence Violates Black Letter California Contract Law

This Court held that interpreting Dr. Konig’s employment agreement presents a question of

fact because the word “conception” in the agreement is ambiguous. (Order at 15.) This was a clear

error of law. Contract interpretation, even for ambiguous contracts, is generally a question of law.

People ex rel. Lockyer v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 107 Cal.App. 4th 516, 524-25 (4thDist. 2003).

As indicated by the California Supreme Court case cited by this Court, Parsons v. Bristol Dev. Co.,

62 Cal. 2d. 861, 865 (1965), contract interpretation only becomes a question of fact when there is a

conflict in the extrinsic evidence. This Court quotes Parsons as stating it is solely a “judicial

function to interpret a written instrument unless the interpretation turns upon the credibility of

extrinsic evidence.” (Order at 15 (citing Parsons, 62 Cal. 2d at 865)). But Parsons makes clear that
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this credibility determination is only required if there is conflicting extrinsic evidence. Indeed,

Parsons explicitly states that “[s]ince there is no conflict in the extrinsic evidence in the present case

we must make an independent determination of the meaning of the contract.” 62 Cal. 2d at 866.

This remains the law in California to the present day.2 See Scheenstra v. Cal. Dairies, Inc., 213 Cal.

App. 4th 370, 390 (5th Dist. 2013) (“Even where uncontroverted evidence allows for conflicting

inferences to be drawn, our Supreme Court treats the interpretation of the written contract as solely a

judicial function. In this case, either no extrinsic evidence was presented regarding a particular

ambiguity or any relevant extrinsic evidence was not in conflict. Therefore, we will resolve the

ambiguities in the parties' contract by employing an independent standard of review.”) (citing

Parsons); De Guere v. Univ. City Studios, Inc., 56 Cal. App. 4th 482, 506 (2d Dist. 1997) (“If the

question of contract interpretation does not turn upon the credibility of conflicting extrinsic

evidence, then the trial court must resolve the issues.”); Winet v. Price, 4 Cal. App. 4th 1159, 1166

(4th Dist. 1992) (“[W]hen the competent parol evidence is not conflicting, construction of the

instrument is a question of law”); Tautges v. Global Datacenter Mgmt., Inc., No. 09-785, 2010 WL

3384980, *3 (S.D. Cal. Aug. 26, 2010) (“If no parol evidence is introduced to interpret the contract,

or if the evidence is not contradictory, the trial court's resolution of the ambiguity is a question of

law.”)

2 This Court’s Order does cite the Restatement of Contracts for the proposition that “a
choice among reasonable inferences to be drawn from extrinsic evidence” can be a question of fact.
(Order at 15 (citing Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 212 (1981)). But the Restatement is not an
authoritative statement of California contract law; it is a secondary authority on contract law as a
whole. California law unequivocally states: “Even where uncontroverted evidence allows for
conflicting inferences to be drawn, our Supreme Court treats the interpretation of the writtencontract
as solely a judicial function.” Scheenstra v. Cal. Dairies, Inc., 213 Cal. App. 4th 370, 390 (5th Dist.
2013) (citing Parsons, 62 Cal. 2d at 865). In any event, PUM has never offered any inference from
the extrinsic evidence that would allow the Court to resolve the meaning of “conception” in PUM’s
favor.
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Indeed, it is settled California law that the mere existence of a contractual ambiguitydoes not

create an issue of fact. “If the contract is capable of more than one reasonable interpretation, it is

ambiguous, and it is the court's task to determine the ultimate construction to be placed on the

ambiguous language by applying the standard rules of interpretation in order to give effect to the

mutual intention of the parties.” Lockyer, 107 Cal. App. 4th at 524-25 (emphasis added).

The case of Medical Operations Management, Inc. v. National Health Laboratories, Inc., 176

Cal. App. 3d 886 (4th Dist. 1986) is particularly instructive. In Medical Operations Management, the

trial court sent a breach-of-contract claim, including the contractual interpretation questions, to the

jury. See id. at 890. The California Appeals Court reversed. In doing so, the Appeals Court

acknowledged at the outset that the relevant contractual language could be ambiguous. See id. at 893.

But the court further noted that “although the parties hotly dispute the inferences to be drawn fromthis

extrinsic evidence, the evidentiary facts themselves are not in conflict.” Id. at 892. Thus, the Appeals

Court held that “the trial court erred in submitting the issue of the Agreement's interpretation to the

jury. That issue presented solely a question of law.” Id. at 895.

Applying these principles of California law, it was a clear error of law to hold that the

interpretation of the term “conception” in Dr. Konig’s employment agreement raises a question of

fact because there is no conflicting extrinsic evidence regarding the meaning of this contractual term.

Indeed, PUM admitted at the summary judgment hearing that it presented no extrinsic evidence at

all.3 (See Hearing Tr. 125:12-20 (“There is no evidence of any negotiation. There is no evidence of

any discussion . . . . All we have at the moment is the agreement.”) Because there is no conflicting

extrinsic evidence as to the meaning of “conception,” it was clear legal error for the Court to hold

3 Only Google provided extrinsic evidence, which showed that Dr. Konig’s only
understanding of conception at the time of contracting was a lay understanding. (See Order at 15
(citing this evidence)).
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that the question of whether to apply the lay or legal meaning presents a factual question warranting

denial of summary judgment. It was likewise clear legal error for the Court to hold that the question

of whether Dr. Konig had a specific lay definition of conception in mind presents a factualquestion.4

B. Once “Conception” Is Given its Ordinary Lay Meaning As a Matter of Law,
There Is No Dispute to Preclude Summary Judgment

Dr. Konig testified that his only understanding of conception was a lay understanding.

(Order at 15). And there is no conflicting evidence (or more specific evidence) of what he thought

lay conception to mean. Given this lack of any further evidence, as explained in Google’s summary

judgment papers (D.I. 493 at 2) and at the hearing (Hearing Tr. at 112:20-22), Cal. Civ. Code §1644

requires that “conception” be given its ordinary lay meaning. Section 1644 erects a presumption that

“words in a contract are to be understood in their ordinary and popular sense; rather than according

to their strict legal meaning.” Cal. Civ. Code § 1644. PUM has never rebutted this presumption. In

fact, PUM provided no evidence at all as to how the agreement should be interpreted. Thus, the

Section 1644 presumption of ordinary and popular meaning must be applied.5 See Sayble v.

Feinman, 76 Cal. App. 3d 509, 514 (2d Dist. 1978) (“the words of the contract are to be understood

in their ordinary and popular sense, rather than in their strict legal meaning unless there is evidence

the parties intended to use them in a technical sense or to give them a special meaning.” (emphasis

added)).

Once “conception” has been properly interpreted to have its ordinary lay meaning, as the

Court should do as a matter of law, there is no remaining dispute to preclude summary judgment.

PUM stated at the hearing that “the ordinary definition” of conception “is just a notion or idea.”

4 PUM first argued at the summary judgment hearing that the interpretation of “conception”
raises a factual issue, thereby encouraging the Court to make reversible error. (Hearing Tr. 126:24-
127:11.) This argument did not appear in PUM’s summary judgment papers.

5 Rather than providing any evidence bearing on the proper interpretation of “conception,”
PUM just asserted that this term should be given a patent-law meaning. (D.I. 452 at 10.)
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(Hearing Tr. 126:12-13.) PUM’s briefing and oral argument never disputed that, as shown by the

copious evidence Google presented, Dr. Konig’s invention was “conceived” in the ordinary lay sense

by the time he left SRI. PUM only disputed whether patent-law conception occurred when Konig

was at SRI. (D.I. 452 at 10-11; see also Order at 14-15 (“PUM responds that under the legal

definition of conception, Dr. Konig did not conceive of the invention during his time at SRI . . .”)

(emphasis added).

Accordingly, Google respectfully requests that the Court reconsider its holding that the

interpretation of “conception” raises a factual issue, give this word its ordinary lay meaning as a

matter of law, and grant summary judgment to Google on its breach-of-contract claim.
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